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Let's start with the basics:




We're Not Your Grandpa's Tai Chi

















We've Made Tai Chi more
 available











Words don't do it justice. We want you to try TaijiFit and experience it for yourself.

TRY TWO WEEKS FREE!




CLICK HERE AND START TODAY











Classes in the virtual studio are just the beginning - here's what else is happening:
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VETS ONLY FLOW
[VETERANS & CAREGIVERS]

Our Original (Gentle) Flow workout, exclusively for our Veterans and their Care-givers. Especially designed to heal stress and trauma.



TAIJIFIT STUDIO CLASSES ARE FREE FOR VETS + CAREGIVERS. 

FREE VETS CLASSES
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TAIJIFIT FUSION
[LEVEL 2 CLASSES]

Fusion Flow is a special creation from TaijiFit. Tai Chi meets Kung-fu is Fire Fusion, Tai Chi meets Samurai is Iron Fusion, Tai Chi meets FreeDance is Mother Earth Fusion, and Tai Chi meets Yoga is Bamboo. Each Fusion is another way to let loose your Flow

CHECK IT OUT
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LECTURES & VIRTUAL RETREATS
[ALL LEVELS]

This is one of the most wild and fun things we do in TaijiFit. Throughout the year we offer special evening lectures on topics ranging from philosophy to social media. And virtual retreats are great ways to immerse in a Tai Chi experience without leaving home. 

COMING SOON
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STUDIO CLASSES
[LEVEL 1 CLASSES]

This is where is all begins - and where it all returns. The daily classes offered in the studio are where we turn up the music, dive into the Flow state, swim in our Tai Chi... and get in touch with the living Qi inside ourselves. It's not your Gandpa's Tai Chi - it's Tai Chi for today!

TRY 2 WEEKS FREE
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OLD SCHOOL CHI
[ALL LEVELS CLASSES]

Just because we are the home of Evolved Tai Chi doesn't mean we ignore the Old School. David-Dorian brings more than 40 years of traditional Tai Chi training to our program. Learn Classic empty hand forms, sword routines and the rare Tai Chi staff form.

CHECK IT OUT
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TEACHER TRAINING
[INCLUDES CERTIFICATION]

It's a fact: there simply aren't enough qualified Tai Chi teachers to go around. Part of our mission is to make Tai Chi more accessible, and so we are dedicated to training as many new instructors as we can. We credential all the Tai Chi instructors for the Veterans Administration's Community Care program. But that's only one of a million places where Tai Chi is needed. If you want to make a difference in the world, here's a place where you really could help.

CHECK IT OUT









 
 
 


 
 













OUR MEMBERSHIP MENU










Studio Only

This gives you access to all our studio classes (Daily Flow, Seated, Fusion & Old School) including an entire library of recorded Flow sessions.







$39/mo




SIGN UP NOW








Traditional

This gives you access to all our live studio classes and recordings, PLUS all our Old School tai chi classes - both live and recorded (9 form, 13 form, 24 form, 32 sword & Tai Chi staff). And just FYI, this is the same tuition I paid to my first Tai Chi Master 45 years ago.







$69/mo




SIGN UP NOW








Teacher Training & Certification

This gives you access to all our live studio classes, recorded studio classes, PLUS our complete Evolved Tai Chi Instructor curriculum - both live and recorded classes - including TWO certifications for both Tai Chi and Relaxation Therapy. Includes support for all VACCN providers.







$99/mo

for 12 months, then $39/mo.




SIGN UP NOW








TaijiFit Supreme

Yes - you CAN have it all! This gives you access to TaijiFit Studio PLUS both the TaijiFit Instructor curriculum AND the Traditional Tai Chi program. It's the ultimate all-access pass.







$129/mo

for 12 months, then $69/mo.




SIGN UP NOW
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